
BEST PRACTICE RIDING SKILLS FOR THE TWISTIES



TOPICS

• Counter Steering

• Trail Braking

• Body Position

PRESENTATION TITLE 2



- COUNTER STEERING -

PRESENTATION TITLE 3

Counter steering 101:
https://youtu.be/C848R9xWrjc?si=KbJ0Ww4WYoGfxWuP

Fort 9: https://youtu.be/vSZiKrtJ7Y0?si=161jkfyfXKdK_btU

Turn 
opposite 
direction

Tips in 
desired 

direction

https://youtu.be/C848R9xWrjc?si=KbJ0Ww4WYoGfxWuP
https://youtu.be/C848R9xWrjc?si=KbJ0Ww4WYoGfxWuP
https://youtu.be/vSZiKrtJ7Y0?si=161jkfyfXKdK_btU


- TRAIL BAKING-

PRESENTATION TITLE 4

Canyon Chasers: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPE67XqGsV4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPE67XqGsV4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPE67XqGsV4


1-2: Shift to outside 1/3rd of your lane. Slow upright without lean angle (front brake/back brake/down-shift). While 
slowing from 1-2, continue to Look through the corner for Exit (4) & Apex (3) to choose the optimal (2) Turn-In 
point. 
2: MSF coaches that braking to the slowest speed should have been completed before turning in at the Entry (2). 
Counter steer Turn-In by applying forward pressure (Press) on the same side of the handle bar that is in the 
direction you are turning. 
2-4: MSF coaches to release the brakes and steadily Roll on or maintain the throttle after turning in at the Entry (2) 
through the Apex (3) and Exit (4). 
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4-Corner exit 

MSF
Slow, Look Press and Roll

 If the turn is blind or we encounter a hazard (e.g. gravel) 

that we didn’t see until after corner entry, what do we do?
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MSF Operation Manual: (https://www.msf-usa.org/downloads/mom_v16_color_hi_res.pdf)

https://www.msf-usa.org/downloads/mom_v16_color_hi_res.pdf


1-2: Shift to outside 1/3rd of road. Slow upright without lean angle primarily utilizing the higher braking power of 
the front brake while down-shifting to also add engine breaking. “Wait for the weight” means providing a second or 
two for the front braking to transfer the motorcycle/rider weight to front tire before turning in (2). While slowing 
from 1-2, continue to Look through the corner for Exit (4) & Apex (3) to choose the optimal (2) Turn-In point. 
2: Counter steer Turn-In by applying forward pressure (Press) on the same side of the handle bar that is in the 
direction you are turning. 

2-3: Continue applying the front brake through the Corner Entry (2) and to the Apex (3), but progressively reduce 
the front brake lever pressure as you increase lean angle (i.e., Trail brake). 

3-4: Once you reach the Apex (3), smoothly roll on the throttle [optionally while simultaneously trail braking with 
the rear brake to trim speed from the Apex (3) to the Exit (4)] at a rate that ensures that you stay within the outside 
1/3rd of your lane through the Exit (4) and not accidentally crossing over into the oncoming lane on right turns or off 
the road on left turns.
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Trail Braking a 
90 degree Turn
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Trail Braking a 
180 degree Turn

1-2: Shift to outside 1/3rd of road. Slow upright without lean angle 
primarily utilizing the higher braking power of the front brake while 
down-shifting to also add engine breaking. “Wait for the weight” 
means providing a second or two for the front braking to transfer the 
motorcycle/rider weight to front tire before turning in (2). While 
slowing from 1-2, continue to Look through the corner for Exit (4) & 
Apex (3) to choose the optimal (2) Turn-In point. 

2: Counter steer Turn-In by applying forward pressure (Press) on the 
same side of the handle bar that is in the direction you are turning. 

2-3: Continue applying the front brake through the Corner Entry (2) 
and to the Apex (3), but progressively reduce the front brake lever 
pressure as you increase lean angle (i.e., Trail brake). 

3-4: Once you reach the Apex (3), smoothly roll on the throttle 
[optionally while simultaneously trail braking with the rear brake to 
trim speed from the Apex (3) to the Exit (4)] at a rate that ensures 
that you stay within the outside 1/3rd of your lane through the Exit 
(4) and not accidentally crossing over into the oncoming lane on right 
turns or off the road on left turns.

Same as 
90 degree Turn

The concern is that even if the space 
between the 180°corner entry and the 
exit isn’t visibly obstructed, it is much 
harder to see all of the potential 
hazards through the turn. Trail braking 
enables us to adapt our speed at any 
point through such a corner. 
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2
Trail Braking through a 
reducing Radius Corner

1-2: Shift to outside 1/3rd of road. Slow upright without lean angle primarily 
utilizing the higher braking power of the front brake while down-shifting to also 
add engine breaking. “Wait for the weight” means providing a second or two for 
the front braking to transfer the motorcycle/rider weight to front tire before 
turning in (2). While slowing from 1-2, continue to Look through the corner for Exit 
(4) & Apex (3) to choose the optimal (2) Turn-In point. 

2: Counter steer Turn-In by applying forward pressure (Press) on the same side of 
the handle bar that is in the direction you are turning. 

2-3: Continue applying the front brake through the Corner Entry (2) and to the 
Apex (3), but progressively reduce the front brake lever pressure as you increase 
lean angle (i.e., Trail brake). 

3-4: Once you reach the Apex (3), smoothly roll on the throttle [optionally while 
simultaneously trail braking with the rear brake to trim speed from the Apex (3) to 
the Exit (4)] at a rate that ensures that you stay within the outside 1/3rd of your 
lane through the Exit (4) and not accidentally crossing over into the oncoming lane 
on right turns or off the road on left turns.

Same as 
90 degree Turn

The concern is that if the reducing 
radius corner is blind, then we don’t 
know it is a reducing radius corner until 
we realize that our speed is way too 
high to safely stay within our lane 
beyond the Apex(3). A literal Oh Shit 
moment indeed! Trail braking enables 
us to adapt our speed at any point 
through such a corner. 



- BODY POSITION-

PRESENTATION TITLE 9

MotoJitsu: https://youtu.be/P7Y5GtRltVs?si=B_03O069aeaJsRNA

Physics of Counter steering:
https://youtu.be/PgUOOwnZcDU?si=hK3VbPifkt9RBjkg

https://youtu.be/P7Y5GtRltVs?si=B_03O069aeaJsRNA
https://youtu.be/PgUOOwnZcDU?si=hK3VbPifkt9RBjkg
https://youtu.be/PgUOOwnZcDU?si=hK3VbPifkt9RBjkg
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THANK YOU
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